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Previous ; studies have indicated enhanced· solid state diffusion 
....... 
0 
with the applicati<:>n. of. ultrasonic energy·. A dir~ct measurement of· 
-+-·· 




of carl;?on -1~11 single crystal and po lyc~ystalline ·nickel. Diffusion 
coefficients were determined for specimens 'diffused.both with and 
• 
. / 
without ultrasonics using- radioactive· tracer techniquets. The re·sults 
. .\ indicate no ehhanGement for this system. It is postulated that 
1·· 
p_reviQusly reported enhancement may hat-e been -due ·either solely to 
"' 
tempera~ure increases caused by ultrasonic vibrations' o·r changes in 1 
the·surface boundary conditio~s. 
• 
·' . .: 
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INTRODUCTION_ .,. 
. Mec.hanical wave propagnion in solids has been a ·favorite. sub-i ' 
ject for theoretical and experimental_ studies by mathematicians· and 
physicists for ·several centuries. However, it has been only within 
the last,forty years that interest has been shown in the effect~ of 
. . . 
mechanic.al vibrations on · solid state reactions. A review of the 
literature indicates that ultrasonic vibrat·ions can enhance the 
' 
. ' 
carburization of steels and increase the rate 
I 
of pr'ecipitation 
____ .., ___ . --
... 






Many investigators have attributed the acceleration of these 
. - . 
solid state reactions to an increase in the rate of diffusion caused · 
. ' 
:Jly· ultrasonic vibra..tion. . Howev.er, at p·resen_t little. is known of 
--the basic principles responsible· for the reported enhancement of 
- ~ 
1 diffusion by ultrasonics. Recent studies by Schoenthaler, investi--
gating the effects of ultrasonics on the diffusion of copper into 
gennanium, and Walker; 2 in~estigating the effects of· ultrasonics· 
. 
. '.1 • 
on the self-diffusion· in single ·crysta.I:. zinb, have cast some doubt 




on ultrasonic·enhancement, It· is the object.ive of this study to· 
r. further explore the effects of ultrasonic energy_ on diffusion· and 
attempt to clarify the conflicting·results reported. 
f 
.._~"""'''"''"' . 1 . ; .t.l""~'•h-
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LITERATURE REVIEW .. 
. , 
The literature con'tains many examp~es of in·vest·igators report-
,· 
·1:,ng the enhancement of diffus'ioft controlled reactions by ultrasonic 
.(, 
• .. 
vibration. However, rnos-f· of th~se investigator~ made. n9 direct 
..,. . 
ana;i.ysis for diffusion coefficients. 
. . . 
. .... 
... 
-Mahoux3 claimed, in 1930, that hig~ frequency .vibrations could 
--P.~ 
speed up the penet.ratr pf nitrogen' chromium, and carbon into 
. ~ ' . . . . 4 . 
steel. He gave few details. Meyer, Eilender, and Schmidt followed 
.. 
.;..-t 
up on Mahoux' s work and reported 1 t~at nitriding steel .in a high-
frequency induction furnace speeded ·up.the nitriding process .. Vibra-, 
. _. ,__ rP· ·. 
tion due. to magneto~triction was offered. a·s : explan~ation for the en-
' 
hancement. 
! - , ... ~ 
Schenck and Schmidtmann5 repor.t-ed on thEf effect. of ·cyc·lic ten-· l· ' . 
sile st .. ressing and ultraSQnic vibration on carburizing of a rimmed g • 
-basic steel (0.06% C, 0.029 Mn, 0.025.S, 0.051 P). A 100 ton Untver~ 
' 
\ . . 
~al testing m~chine·with ·• 50 toti pulser operating at 500 cycles pe~~ 
.,.~· 
minute -was used ·for one phase of this stuq.y .• 
- . . 
" 




caused varying amounts of plastic deformation to the specimens 
• studied. 
. • ·J 
It wa_s found that cyclic strain during c·arburizfhg inc.reased ·. · 
~ 
'· 
the case depth achieved. This effect wa.s found to- increase with 
higher· temperature and higher· strain.· l.:P. further experiment-s, 
J M 
' 
the specimens were carburized without cyclic 'strain and then annealed 
. -. . 
... 
with cyclic strain. A similar increase in case depth ·was noted. 
•' . 
'• . 
. Thl!S, it was. concluded, that enhancement was not due merely to im-· · 'y: .• • 
.. -i · proved contact 6etween iron and carburizing material .. --... ,, 
•• 
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generator operating at 450 kilocycles. ·A quartz transducer. was 
• 
used for-the cyclic strain. Although loading was within the elastic 
. . 
limit, ·an even greater case depth re_sulted than at 500 cpm. Thus, 
. . . 
it was concluded that the total energy input, a 1un~tion of both 
, .. ~' , .. 
, 
frequency and intensity, was the f~ctor influencing diffusion. 
Pogodin-Alekseev6 determinea the eff.ects of. ultrasonic vibration 
~ 
on the rate of pack carburizing of Annco iron and on an alloy steel 
-containing O .12'foC, P. 75 Cr, -and 3. 00 Ni. These metals were carbur-. 
• . 0 ized in a mixture of 75_% wood coke and 25% _Naco3 at 1830 F ,,,for times 
J 
varying from 0.25 hr. to 4 hr. The u!trasQnic generator us~d for 
th.is study operated at a frequenc·y of 21.5 KC with 2.5 XVA power . 
. ,. /__.;·. . . ' 
A nickel~. magnetostriction transducer was used for the ~yclic strain . 
.. 
,. ( ' Table I be low summarizes the case depths achieved with each treatment. 
TABLE I. 
·Ultrasonic Effect on T~tal Case Depth·- (Po~odi~-A1ek'3eev,6 )' 
Vibration 
Time 
· 0. 25 h;r. 
1 
2· "il' q 
·3 
.4 
























••• ,; •• <, 
Alloy Steel · 
Without With 
Ultrasonics Ultrasonics 
• 0047 -in. 
-- • 00-9 
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' Table I .sho'\Vs that ·the case ·-depth with ultrasonics applied was 
I • approximately twice that obtained without ultrasonics for the same 
•r - .-
time of carburi·zation. Pogodin-Alekseev also found that the effect 
• < of. ultrasonic vibration inGte-.ased with vibration intensity • . A ..... 
50% increase in geperator power i~creased the case depth (produced 
0 . 
. . 
. in two hours at 1830-F) from 0.033 .in. to 0.045 in .. , i.e •. abo11t 50%.· 
The enhancement effect was attributed to changes in-the lattice 
. parameter during vibration. 
' 7 
. 
' Rozanski studied the effects of ultrasonics on· the pac.k car-
·' 
burizatic:;>n, o.f wel·ding electrode wire 0.157· in. in diameter. The 
, wire composition was 0.12%C., 0.65 Mn, 0.23 Si, 0.15 Cu~ 0.025 P, and 
.. Oj,Cl23 S. · The ultrasonic generator used operated at a frequency of 
' 
'! • ,~, . ., ;.'\: .. 
2s· KC with a nickel ma.gnetostriction transducer .. This system pro-
" duced 35 watts of acoustic power. Table II below shows the effect 
" of ultrasonic vibration on case depth during carburization at 1560°F 
for varying times. 
~ TABLE Ii 
. ,, 
























-... .-'. ~Balalaev8 investigated th~ ef.fect of· ultrasonic h,eating on. 
~ 
. the· struGture of annealed technicaJ iron. 1he composition of. the 
~ ·. ·technical .irop 1"was 0.04% C, 0.07 Mn, .. 0~03 Si,'0~015 P, and 0.035 _S . 
., 
I , . ..,. ' 
·.:"-
ii" ' i' . 
. • ··~.i'jf.,_;. ·. ' 
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• : •. "'f •.• 
... . ~::~·· . .. . ~- '~~-· . 
.. 6 
.· L .. 
I , I 
\. ' 
. ,.,. 
I . ~ .• . .. 
The speci~ens were ultrasonically .. heated to temperatures up·· to 1000°c. ~ 
. \ 
' . , 
Balalaev found a change in structure between .. and insidt{ the initial 
.,.-·.. .. 
·'.-1 
grains of the ultrasonic·ally heated specimens. ·\This was evidenced ' .,. 
' ,,...; 
by the deyelopment of localized etching_o.',pits. Upon·1,Jordinary heating, 
.. 
, 




uted to points of active. structural imperfectio
1
ns intensifying the 
0 ' .. 
dissipation of ultrasonic energy during·heating. Balalaev also 
-found that.ultrasonic heating caused vtscous flow and grain.boundary 
·-
~migration __ with localized recrystallizatio~ occurring. The junctions 
IJI 
..... 
of the austenite ..~ grains straightened out/ during recrystallization 
~-· .;:· 
' 
'AJ J .4.i 
and became orientated in .the direction,-·of the highest tang.entlal 
• 
'7 
st~esses. A double network of new grain boundaries and portions 
( 
-·.of· the old grain· junctions appeared. in certain zones of ':h.eating. 
' ';, 
~Zemskov and co-workers9 have reported that the n~trlding of 
steel was intensified by· ultrasonic vibrations._ ·The nitriding was 
done in a neutral bath con1 aining 31% BaCl2, 48% CaCl2, .and 21% Naci" . .-
' . . 
through which anun.onia gas was passed at 1020°F; the holding time was 
from two to twelve hours. A 2.5·KW_generator·was used to drive a 
Permendur·magn..etostri'cti~e transducer at .·frequencies·'6f froni. 20 to· 






study.·_ In case one, the specim~ps ,~,ere mechanically attached to · 
the transducer and vibrated directiy. In case two only the surround-
. ing bath was vibrated. They found that ultrasonics ·accelerated· the 
nitriding process equally when. acting d1rectly o.n·the metal or on 
the envelopi-ng me~ium~ Thus,·, .. ·1 t .was concluded that, in liquid. . . · ... 
: - -4', - • .,. • 
. · ··' 
•· -~··' 
-
' .. ., 
. . • ~-.-:' r ·:s ... , 
'. , ..... 
":. ·., .. · 
: . ' ' ' .. 
. . · '.·~t;.<~-.- . 
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nit:riding,. the ,process of case hardening under ultrasonic;s is ac-· _ · 
·"' . celerated not by t.he vibrations of the, metal being :treated, 'but by 
r 
the vibrations, of the melt surrounding the metal.- The acceleration 
' ' 
. /,,,,-
was explained by: (1) the mixing of t,he salts and contact of new 
portions of the salts with the metal being treated; (2) the r~emov,al 
'/ 
of the reaction products from the metal surface; and (3) _a clean~ng 
·\' 
ef:f~ct on the metal surface~ . Thus, the results of this -.study appear 
to conflict with the previous cited studies of enhanced carburiza-
tion of steels. In these -carburizin'g experime~ts, ·· it was claimed 
that the observed enhancement was not due to removal of reaction 
products . from the ·surface or bette·r contact with the diffusing media. 
- 10 · : ,; Fairbanks . has reported t·ha't ultrasonic, vibration accelerated 
. ~ .. 
the rate of, precipitation hardening of a beryllium-copper alloy at 
o· 
. 340 C by a factor .Of· about 2 "in , the first few minutes of vibration. 
,., However, the maximu~ h:a.rdness .obtained was lower with 'ultrasonics -
than the maximum hardness obtainable by regular precipitation harden-
' ~ ing treatment. The ultrasonic vibration was coupled.to the specimen 
by- a water bath wi'th an estimated u;I.trasonic intensity of 9.1 watts/ 
cm~. ,The. effect of the ultrasonic energy was attributed to the· 






,,, · kinetic energy of the individual a-toms. Hence, the introduction ,of. 
I , 
,, 
, , I ,, 
.. .~ ... 
' • e I 
. Qltrason~c radiation· was thought to increase the- rat~ .of .,diffusion· 
,., 
.. ,.. 
· of~solute atoms. 
• 1, 
. t The. effect is therefore the ~~e. a~ z;:r~ising the 
, - . 
. -
. tempe'rattire, although the amount of sonic, energy· used· w~ .too sma13:. ,-:; · .. 
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.. "'I' • 
to :taise the temperature by more than a tiny fraction .of.\a degree. 
.. 
Fairbanks11 also studied· the effeGt of ~ultrasonics ~n the polymorphic 
.... . . '. . . ' '-\litf' . 
transformation of a 0.07% c· hypo-eutectoid steel· and a 1.05% C hyper-
, 
(\ -~.I ...... 
eutec·toid steel with the same equipment .. In this inve,stigation the· 
') 
ultrasonic intensity was 2.5 watts/cm2 with a heat treatment cycle·.'. 
as follows: 
(1) heat to -1760°F at 115°F/mi·n. 
"' 
(2) hold at 1760°F for five minutes 
· (3) · cool from 1760°F to 1360°F at s·s°F/min:, 
.. "· . 
from. 1360°F to 1130°F at 17~F/min. and 
<. 
-. from 1130°F· to -r~om temper·ature at ·10°F/min. 
Ultrasonics was .applied during steps (2) and (3) of the 
' 
- heat treating cycle . 
It was .foun~ that the ultrasonic treated samples of- 0~07% C 
bypo-eutectoid steel had finer grain sfze and great·~r hardness than 
' 
the reference .s~ples _which had undergone the same heat treatment, 
but without. ultrasonics. Wh.en either: the intensity or the. freq.uency 
of. the ultrasonic vibration was increased·, the grain size was further 
' \ 
.. 
decreased. For the 1. 05% ·c hyper-eutectoid steel, it was found th·at . 
the lamellar layers of ferri~e and Fe3c·making up the pearlite struc-
ture were thicker in the ultrasonic; treated samples tha~ in the un-
..,,.J 
.treated one-s. This effect was attr-ibuted to -enhancement of carbon . 
diffusion. 
• . :·'1 
. 1 . ~ 
_S_choentha.ler found consistent surface copper acceptor· _con-
cen.tration-s and concentration ·~~adients with· a~d wi~hout ul~rasonics. · 
I •• 
•,- .• i\;\ 
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Q 
'. ·.,/ 
creased vacancy concentration~· ·1t ;was deduced, therefore,' that 
ultrasonics c-aused no ennancement of the substitutional ·mode of 
.. 
diffusion. However, the ultimate minimwn level of acceptor concen-
tr~tion was increased by »ltrasonics. Schoenthaler attributed this 
to· an enhanced interstitial 100de of diffusion due to alt.eratlon of 
.. 
the crystal lattice geometry during ultrasonic vibrations. 
... 
Walker2 used a, radioactive tracer technique- to determine di.rec:tly 
# ..... 
the self-diffusion o-f zn65 into· ·single crystal zinc. Walker found 
... 
. 
no enhancement of sel.f-diffusion due to ultrasonics. In this in-
. v_estig~tion, accurate specimen temperature was measured by applying 





sary, since specimen vibration caused intennittent contact of the 
thermocouple junctioh with the specimen . 
In view of Schoenthaler.and Walker's work, it is possible that 
.... 
what has been previously reported as enhanced diffu.ision·m~y not 
• ,•t', 




"" necessarily be true. Both Schoenthaler and Walker found no :\.iltra- · 
' 
sonic,. enhancement of the substitutional mode of dif:fu~ion. ·However, 
e.:Q.hancement ·of the iriterstit.ial mode was suggested by Schoenth~ler.· 
/r 'O• 
It th·erefore appears logical ·-to -continue ·the investigation of ultra-
1/'. 
. . I 
·sonic~n. diffusion by direct measurement of diffusion ·coefficients--
. -';!I, 
(, •.. ' 
. .; 
in particular tbe interstitial mo·de of diffusion. 
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Detailed Procedures ,.····~ .. 
' 1,·' ' ~·,. ' . 
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\ . '· \: . 
To .aid. the reader in following the design of this experiment, 




Appendix IIi · 
Appendi~ IV 
- . Selection -of Diffusion Couple 
-- .. - ~·. . . . 
-· Specimen Preparatlon 
- Diffusion·Anneal 
,S'ectio·ning and Counting 
-~ .. ~ . 
- Sample Calculations 
\: 
\ . 
S·ince enhanced carburizati'on of iron has been reported in the 
literature, and thus enhanced interstitial diffusion inferred, an 
( interstitial diffusion system was· selected for study. Although 
• 




iron would have. been.~the natural choice for the· solvent, iroll)-s~ngle ·,,;., 
~~ 
- . . 
....... ' . 
t-•· 
• 
:crystals of sufficient size cou-ld not be obtained. Practical con-
siderations· dictated the selection· of carbon in nickel.. Carbon 
, • ..,, has a readily aVailable ~adioactive isotope, c14 , so t~at ra~io- • 
. 
active tracer techniques .. can be. used for accurate -detennination of 
diffusion-coefficients. ·The diffusion of carbon in nickel is by 
. . 
the interstitial mechanism. Single crystal ,nickel of suff~cient· 
·. size was available and the rate of ,.diffusion of carbon· in nickel 
. . ... ·-, ... 





at the. temperature capability of the furnace used -(700°C) was eastly 
measured by ra,.dioactivr,,~[acer techniques.· The ·diffusion coefficieµt 
• . . •.,t_ti :-~··,;.~ { " 
. ' 
of c.arbon in polycrysta·Iline nickel .. at. 10.0°c is approx~mately 1.8 x 
r 
' . 
; ··- ':" 
. . . 
( 
, I 
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··nicke~ was not f<>.'Ptd in the literature .. 
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, - •1 I 
The velocity ·Qf ultt~sonic wave·propagation varies wit.h crystal-
. _,,!\• • • . ·• : I/ 
line ·orientation in single crystal materials. .Ther.efore, in -order 
to calculate the resonant standing wav~lengths in s~ngle :--c1·ystal 
mate~ial, crys~alline orientation must·be known. The single crystal 
. ' .. 
nickel specfmens were selected with the (100) direction parallel to 
the bar axis. Nickel has a face cen·tered· cubic ·structure and con- 1 
sequently, n?. a11i~tropy of diffusivity is expect,ed. No attempt 
~, 
was made to select an orientation of. the· specimen faces perpendicu-
lar to the direction of diffusion. 
As. shown in Appendix II, the specime~s, mu.s·t be cut to a length 
• 1 
equal t9 0.58 times the resonant wavelength. This wavelength was 
12 det·ermitl'ed. by the relationship given by Mason : 
. ' 
Single. crystal A(//., [100] . direction)- = -V(// [100] direction) 
f 
... 
Pqlyc~ystalline ). - ~ - . ~Y Ip 




= ~c1.1f P7 . 
f 
\, 
. •·wbere· A 1.s. -the wav.el~ngth-, V is the v~locity ·of so1:111.d, p is the 
. h ' . • 
density of nickel.:.(8.9 gms/cc) and f. is.the ultrasonic frequency, 
t · -1r · 
58. 5' KC for -this experiment. Th,e elastic constant,. c 11 , and Young's 
· · · · .10 2 · .• --~ : 10 .. 




N/ni2 ·, ·respe~tively-."\ """' . 
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'l'he calculated r·esonant wave~engths, for nickel are:" 
.. ·"· ,--








and the calculated specimen lengths are: 
·:--- . 
. o. 58 X (/ / · [ 100] ) ~ 2. 07 ;•• .~ . • 1n. .. .. 
o. 58 X (po_ly. ) = 1. 86 in. ' 
Therefore, for diffusion in the-. single. crystals, the specimens 
-
. 
were O. 250 in. by O .187 in; cross section by 2. 07 in. long. The 
. ' 
. f 
polycrystalline- specimens were 0.250 in. by O.l25 in. cross section 
' I 
by 1.86 in. lo~g. , 
<I . 
The direction of ultrasonic motion was para11e·1- to the ( ~00) 
'." 
, . ., ' 
·.- direction for the s·ingle crystals and parallel to t.he -bar axis tor,· . 
t~~ polycrystalline specimens.- Diffusion was perpendicular to the 
... ;;: direction. ·of ultrasonic motion for both singl.~ crystal ~d poly-
·-~, c1;yst-a}line specime·ns. 0 
:..:·, 
• • ·,, i,.._ . ......• • ' •. • ' ,;, L 
, 












'A. thin film of the radioactive· tracer·s, C , was depa_sited ·on 
s~ngle crystal nickel specimens of 99. 999% purity and annealed poly-.· 
crystalline nickel specimens ,of··99.97% purity .. SpeqJmen preparation· .. 
I 
and tracer· applicatit>n -- are detailed in J\pp_e:ndix· I. The specimens 
' . 
. 
· · were then · plac~d, in th~ .diffusion furn,ce and heated -·to the diffusion 
-_ ) i. . :~i~, ; " 
.. 
·temperature. Care -.was taken to ob.tain the true specimen temperature 
- • .;.:,. '• :I" - • ~. 
' . 
-11· ft,· 
J-:, by using· a sei>~:rate_ t~e~~~.:t!ple to measure. the speC?im~p- ·tempe~~,ture.. , 
... 
.:," 
. ··~ ' 
. . -... :;;r,.., • 
.. 
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': .~, I 
a positive pressure as described· in Appendix II. It is important to 
t,• 
obtain accurate temperature readings directly on the specimens·~ since 
application of ultrasonic vibrations caused a. temperature rise in 
the specimens~ In preliminary experiments performed by heating the 
specimens· to 100°c with the furnace ·in manual control (automatic 
. 
~ . ' 
temperature contro'l swi.,tched off), it was found that application of 
ultrasonic vibration with the 100 watt and 250 watt.generators caused 
.. 
a specimen temperature rise of 10°c and 38°c respectively. Further 
- . 
- 0 
experiment·s performed at roo~ temperature (25 C) with the 250 w~tt 
generator., resulted in a 95°c temperature rise. 
Specimen.s of. single crystal nickel were diffusion annealed at 
~. 
the same· temperature. both with and without ultrasonics for accurate 
.. 
compariso:Q.. The polycrystalline specimens were compared in the 
same ·manner·. The polycrystalline. grain size was detennined before 
. 
. 
and after each <;liffusioli anne.al. The averag-e· grain size be;fore the 
diffusion anneal was O .007 inches and no signif~cant grain growth 
was observed to occur during the diffusion anneals both with and 
,.• 
. ~ 
-without ultrasonics·. · After the diffusion anneal, the center half 
inch was cut from the specimen for sectioning and counting as des-· 
cribed in ·Appendix III. A mechanical lapper was used for sectioning. 
' Radioactive· counts were made on the material removed from the spec·i-
mens. Each, sect·ion was lapped· to a d~pth of approximately 10 microns 
.: ~ . 
. ' ··- ~ 
and from· eleve~ to sixteen sections were made. on each specimen. An 
example of t·he calculations involved is given in Appendix IV. The 
- . 
. . .• ) 
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l . l . 
to the last, section. .... . A thin film solution for accurate de'tennina-
• . . d' 
tion -of diffusivity is presented by Shewmon16'-· as foliows: 
.. 
d··ln c (x,t) 
d(x2)· = -
1 
4Dt - slope 
' From this relationship, D, the ·'diffusion coefficient, can be c·alcu-
~ 
lated from the slope of a plot of the natural ·1ogarithm of .concen~ 
tration (c) versus the square of the penetration ·distance (x) for . 
a given. time (t)'"' Since the number of counts, or activity (A),_ of 
the species is directly proportional ·to the concentration of the 
,,. 
species, the natural logarithm of activity may be substituted into 
-· 
the"above relationship giving: 






· .. _ 1 









• l • 
The data for activity (A) ·and penetration depth (x). obtained from. 
~ ~ . 
.L .. 
the sectioning ·and counting were analyzed hy a simple step-wi.se · 
. ' .. 
• linear regr-ession cc;>mputer program to obtain the best · slope of ·a 
· plot of ln A versus 2 X • The cdmputer also calculated the values 
of D from the slope and known time .arid found· the one sigma confi.;: 
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The r~sults of thi; expe)ime~t· are stttnmarized. in Table III. It 
can be· seen from Table III that· the diffusion coefficients,· ·measured 
with·and without ultrasonics for the single crystal ppecimens, over-
.. lap each other· within the estimated experimental error. The ·diffu-
sion -coefficients for the polycrystalline specimens- also overlap 
. 
~· 
each other within the estimated experimental error. The·experi-
. ~ 
~ 1 '~· 
·mental error was estimated by· adding the possible error caused by 
. 0 
·the .uncertainty in· temperature measurement (± ·7 C) to the p).us and 
-~ ----- . __ _,__ 
minus values of D determined from ~the plus and minus one sigma 
• , 
limits of the slope. 
• 
0 The temperature. uncertainty of± 7 C -was 
estimated to cause an error of· approxima~ely ± ·o. 12 :X. 10-9 ·cm2 /-sec:-. 
This error w~s estimated by substituting 973 ± ·7°K into the empi.ri·ca:l 




Gruzin 14 . 
Table IV presents .a ,.comparison o-f diffusion coefficients of 
. ' 
carbon in polycrystalline nicke~ ... fpund in the literature. !>"·No dif-. 
-- g . 
fusion( coefficient ·for· carbon ln single cryst·a1 nickel was found 
in the literatl)re. It should be pointed out ·that the· thin film 
' technique used in- this experiment should result in a more accurater · 
.-~···-
detennination of diffusion :coefficients. ~ 1 ~ 
The method.used by other 
invest iga~ors ·was---.to c~rburize the · specimens . first f,,o-r a. short time 
t! I\· 
· 14 to diffuse C into the sur.face ·layer. The carbon ~ct.ivity prof~le 
' 
. . ~· 
was determined from one sample and the rest· of the· speclmeris w~re 
. " '"': // 
4 , I 
given a diffusion anneal. · This· technique results in -·some un6ertainty 
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·in ~nitial b9undary'condition'~-whi~h-wo·~_ld not be encoun~ered using ~ .\\ . . . . . 
.. .. 
"':-'Ytoi. 
t I . 
the ~~h~~c fil~ technique used:.for this investigaJion. 
i,,··'. ; 
~ ~ t' "·~ .• ,: • ~) - \ • 
--;_ ... ~~.:,' . 




·· l'lots· of ,the logarithm:of activity versus the square of the .. 
. ·"·· 
mean penetration distance for the various conditions investigated 
are shown in Figures 1 thr·ough 8. The relative probable err1,or of 
· counting in each. determination of Specific Activity (cph/ µ) is_ 
also- depicted in Figures 1 through 8 as vertical 1ines -through th& 
points \pl~tted. "'" The relative·probable error of co~nting ls dis-
cussed in Appendix III. , 
. A. summary of the computer analysis performeq o~ the experi-
ment.al .data is presented in Table V. Therdata from the radiation. 
c-c:jtfnting for all diffusion runs is given in 11:~ble VI. 
·' ( 
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Summary of Experimentai.Results · 
. Diffusion Coefficient for cl4 in Nickel at 100°c 










•• ~ c" ·, 
Material ,Ultrasonics Time(hr) 
1 
Single Crystal· No 
• 
......... 
Single Crystal ·, Yes-100 Watt. 4-
Single Crystal .-Yes-100 Watt 
Polycrystalline No · 
. 
Polycrystalline Yes-l.00 Watt 
\, 













0.68 - .17 X 10-9 : 
0.88 + .14 10-9 
- ..1ia X 
t, 
~ + .21 1-0-9 0. 7-1 
--
.15 X 
+ • 24 
-9 1~86 
-
.• 23 X 10 
1.39 + .35 10-9 
- .29 X .. 
.23 +: 
o-9 1.95 
- .22 X 1 . 
1.79 + • 24 -9·· 
- .22 X 10 · 
Comparison of Diffusion Coefficients for C 14 iil Nicke 1 at·· 7.o·o0 c-
Inve.st iga tor 
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FIGURE 2. Log Specific Activity vs.- x2 For Specimen #2 
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. TABLE V 
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., Computer Analysis 
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•· ' . 
-\ Data Standard 
i Deviation. From 
,pecimen · Regression 
I • 
1 0 •. 124 
-2 
,-_- a , 
·( 
.. ,:-· 
.. • ~· 
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i . 3 
·I.52xl0 
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2. f4xl0- . 
. ,• - 2 
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2.40xl0 
4· 
9 .17x10 3 
· 1.23x104 
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. -9 0.75x10 
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O. 80xlO_g 














. -9 0.82xl0 1.08 
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O. 64xl O 1 .1·3 
. -9 
l.75xl0 1.06 
-9 l.22xl0· - 1.16 
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. Experimental Data 
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~-- TABLE VI (cont •. ) 
Specimen #2.-, .Single ·cryst·al,. With. tJltrasonics 
. . ./1. 
. t 
X 
( . )~ . 
, u . 
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·I. TABLE VI (cont.) 
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TABLE. VI (cont.) 
. .. 
. ' Specimen #4, Polycrystalline .~Nickel, Without- ·Olt .. rason·1cs· 
Section 
Thickness X 
(µ,) . ~- (µ) 
5.57 
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• TABLE VI· (cont.). 
i • 






9. 73 · 121. 7 
' 
,• 12. 6 13209 
7.26 142.9 
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9. 6 \· 





























11 ... 1. 74. 0 










X - . Total Count-· Background 2 -7 (cm· xlO ) • (cph) <c-ph) 
"' 
• 2.28 2468 ·624 
/' 
24 .s. 1168 624 
12'.o 
.... 1068 624 
145 1358 672 
251 ·1004 672 
' 
386 1100 672 
'548 840 672 
71'5 938 .. 6t72: 
.· . . . 
900 800 640 
1119 760 640 
" 
1367 766 640 
I 
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TABLE -VI (cont.) 
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•. f'J t 
·specimen_ #?, Polycrys/talline Ni, With Ultrasonics 



















































4.66 ) 2.32 
8.42 8.84 
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TABLE VI (cont .• J 
-2 x- . 






. J ' ' 
2,438 
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I I . 
-,-·----- - - - I DISCUSSION . ·j 
·,. 
" . 
Over-all comparison of result.s ·can be. be,~t accomplished· by · -
·r 
' reference to Table VII whe.re it can be seen th·at the e8tirnated ultra-
i 'ia, 
sonic power density for this experiment was within the s·ame _range as 1 
that used by in~estigators reporting enhancement of interstitial 




(14 ... 5 KW/i~i2) _;(.o·r ~his study _of the liquid nitriding of steel with 
-· 




obs_e:rve:d ·wa-s '.c·aused by removal of· r~a..cti.on ·-products from the $_p:~ciltlen 
· .. • ~ 
SU'·rf=ac.e ·-.. . . . . . . . 
· 5 -~ 7 6 ~ Schenck , · -Rozansk.~ ,. and Pogo din-Ale-ks.eev -· :~-1 l r.epo.7r-ted, e~h~Q¢e'-
_ment o.f: pack carb~rized case. depths. lly a ·factor· of· f-rom, .-l_'!iQ t-~l 2. 
So.lutio_ns ·to- Fick's second- law· show tha-t: the· ~liffusion' .c9e:f·f.i.c.ien-~, 
-.D,_ .i:S ·p-roporh6nal to the ·square· of the dep·th :of ·p.ehe.trat.ion. T.here·...;· 
. ... 
-J 
fore' a -twofold. in:creas~ in .case dep_.th ''"woul'd res.ult_ f·-rorn a ·fourfo.ld 




·.rii:(e. oau·_sed .. · by the ·ap.pl:ic:atJ9n_· of ultrasoni·c·- ,ene:rgy •. · Touching the 
-spe.cim~n .wtth -a t:h-~rmocotj.1tte junction is" not su-ffl-c.i.ent, since 
-~ . ~ 
vi-brat·ton wtll ca.use '~s~-ipp:ing" of the j~ct-ion·~ - T_herefore, enhance-
- . .J.: ...... :_ ':J· 




,DU:rin·g .thts f_nv·estiga_tion'., a twofold enhancement· of D would have 
., 
.be-en pos~ible J9r· spec_:i1J1ens 6 and 7 if tQ.e 38°C. temperature rise 
had -not bee~·: CC>pt:r-olle:d.. Schenck5 attempted to show that the en--
hanced case .. depth obsen,ed during his carI?urizat~on experiments 
-
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with the ca.rburfzing· pack. 
specimens with and without 







Schenck5 annealed previously ·carburized 




the ~ltrasonically. treated s·p.ecimens ~ 
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CONCLUSIONS 





:} ' : 
1. • ' 
. 
The results of this investigat.ion can be· summarized as follows: 
1. Ultrasonic vibration caused no enhancement of.diffusion·of 
2. 
.. 
carbon in single crys·tal nickel and polycrystalli~e nickel •. 
'nle diffusion coefficient for carbon in single crystal 
· o + •18 9 2 nickel at 700 C is 0.76 - ·.17 x 10- cm /sec. 






. 24 X 10 
- o· . 
average grain diameter) at 700:. c· .is .. 
·2 
cm /sec . 
-4. It· is suggested that previously reported enhancement -of 
,. 
Garburization by ultrasonics was due to a :c.ombination of 
ultrasonic heating and more intimate contact with the. 
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Single crysta! rods 0.;375 in. in diameter by· :2/01 tn. long 
' 
.W:i th- the_( 100) direction parallel to 'the ~od axi--$: w-ere purchased 
fronrAremco Products, Incorporated. The specime·n purity was· 
99.999%~ The single ·crystal rods were mac·hined. to dimension b.y· 
,. . .. 
" 
.wet grinding. Light pass~s were taken on the rods with the_ 'grinding 
' 
machine to minimize strain. After ma9hining, · tbe·"'-si_ngle cry~tal 
; 
s:p_ecimens were a_lternately lapped on a metallog~aphic polishing 
II 
~ . . 
wheel (Li_nde B on felt) and etched in 50% HN0
3 
(cone.,) plus 50% 
Glacial acetic a·ct·d ·solution until all straine.d met.air- was· removed .. -
I-
~ . This was 
The 
ve_rt.fied ,by taking back reflection 
polyerystalline ni'c:kel was donated 
Laue X-ray photographs. 
by the International 
Nickel Company," Incorporated and was received in the form of cold 
' ~ 
rolled sneet O ~ 250 in. th-ick. The specimen pur~ ty __ was_<99.,_.91%. .•. · .c~ 
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Si Trace. 0-. 003 Maximum 
Mg Trace 0.003 Maximum 
, 
" Ti Trace 0 .. 003· ,Maximum 
... Co · Trace 0.003 Maximum 
i 
at 600°F The cold rolled sheet was • a stress-relie.f anneal g_;i. yen 
J 
for 1 hour before machining to minimize distort ion. After machining, 




1 hour. The • grain size was determ1ned by etching 
. 
specimen in 
Car~peJla' s reagent and comparing ·the grains revealed with ASTM 
standard grain size charts,,. The average grain diameter of the poiy-
crystalline sp~cimens was 0.007 inches., 
· Thin Film Application< ::-
I• 
,. 
The. radioactive tracer~ ~-\vere obtained 'from Tracer labs, Incorpo-
-~. 
~ · . 14 
,rated ·in the fornf'..tof fine particles· of amorphous C in small glass 
vials c_ontaining; 50 m·i;crocuries ·each. The spec'"ific activity of the 
radioactive ca·rbon was 1 mc/mM g~ving approximatel·y Q."6 mg_ of carbon 
. 
~·tn each vi· al. _ The· c14 was app_lied to the specimen diffusing.· face 
14 ~ 
by. suspending the C · in methano-1 and ·depositing t~ mixture .on the 
·specimen face. 
'14 . . - · t 








.the specimen • A strip of m~~king tape was· placed around the edge-
14 
of the specimen face to act as a reservoir for the C suspension . 
.. - fl' . . . .. 
14 · . 
The C quickly sett led' out of suspension onto the specimen face . 
... 
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when tne methanol evaporated. 
Two specimens were butted together lengthwise for each diffusion 
ann~al to minimize o~idation. 
~ As an. additional guard_against oxi-
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· APPENDIX I I 1 
Diffusion Anneal 















1 The ultrasonic system used for this study is .·shown schematically 
in Figurer 8. The ·~ltrasonic generators used .were rated at 100 w.atts 
.• I 
and 250 ·watts··"ahd could be tun'ed over a. frequency ra,~ge from 10 .KC JY~ 
to 100 KC. A ~.~T {lead titanate/lead· zirconate) ceramic trans~ °"o 
ducer provided the driving vibration. This system !equires no meta.1-· 
lurgi~al Joining of the specimen to the acou.st·fca1 transmission line 
. ... s;_j_~c:e· the 58. 5 KC -ultrasonic driver shown as part- (1) and the follow~ 
-q.p· ::s·ection· (2) clamp the specimen (3l in.position·by means·of the 
constant pre·ssu.re a'ir cylinder ··(5). This pressure maintained -a con--
. • 
st ant stress o-f 200, psi on the spec:i.men. Copper foil pads were us·ed. 
between th·e specimen. ends and ultrasonic driver to insure int.imate 
... 









and the ultrasonic vibration caused no ·measurable de~ormation.through-
out the specimen length during the di.f fusion anneal.· 
The ultrasonic .driver and follow-up section were made-.of 
titanium pie_ceS'· fou.r inches in length f°rom ,clamping point to the 
~ 
end in contact·. wit·h the sp_ecimen .. · · Using the relationship given by 
···1. 
Mason, ~2 A= V/·f.., t_he resonant wavelength~ A , in titanium is calcu-
lated-to be 3.:3 inclies. at a rre·quency,---r-, of 58.S-Kc-;-·-tald.-ug-th·e-----. -·---
velocity of sound in,.· tita_nium, V, as 1. 95 x 105
 in .. /sec.. The four 
,r 
inch driver and follow-up section, .·therefore, are each 4.0/3.3'= 
/ 
1.-21.t.irne.-s th~ resonant ·w_avelength. Clamping pressure must be 
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• • I 
.. : . 
~- ·· .. -. ·- . 
.•. 
·4.3 
applied at stress nodes of the transmission line in order to preserve 
~ 
resonance. Therefore, a sf}ecimen length of 0.58 times the resonant 
. 
wavelength in nickel, will place the cla.iflt)ing pressure application. 
points at stress nodes exactly three wavelengths apart, with the 
" 
specimen spanning slightly more than half a. wavelength. A small· 
I 
-
PZT ceramic disk,,. (4), attached to the titanib follow-up secti~n (2) 
provided an output voltage proportional to the intensity of the 
ultrasonic standing wave. This output voltage was monitore~- on a~ 
,;, 
oscilloscope and the ultrasonic system was tuned to resonance by 
varying the fre.quency until the output signal was at maximum ampli-... - ' 
· tude ~ · · The amplitude of ,the output signal .i was maintained constant 
· throqghout the diffusion anneal. 
" Diffusion Furnace 
' ·14. The furnace .moved vertically to position .. t·he specimen in the 
~c·enter of a circular array of six·Globars, the heating elements in 
.. .. ... 
the furnace. The cooling heat· exchangers were used to· cool the driver 
probe and follow-up section a~d· prevent overheating the ultrasonic 
. 
. 
transducer. A split cy·lindrical stainless steel chamber was "placed 
'' ,!,,,,.,· 
.. ,·'•.'!',,,!I 
around th~. specimen. This chamber was purged with a dynamic argon 
• j. ____ --~atmosphe-re-, (7 cu ft. /h~.) to p~event oxidation during the anneal. · 
.. 
A saturable reactor temperature controller was used to provide f~rnace 
" 
• -< ,., ... 
.. sert:ed~iir·a · small opening in the ·top of. the chamber· to- obtain a 
. , ' 
· _temperature reading on the specimen for th~ ·controller reference 
> \ 
A second Chromel-Alumel ·thennocouple was held in cont.act 
·, 
' .. signal. 
• 
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·with the specimen by means of . an asbestos insulating pad and wire 
' I 
strap. The asb~stos pad was nec~ssary to.prevent short circuiting 
of the thermocouple leads by the wire strap. The second thennocouple 
,.,_..,a· 





. . ·• '· -:~ . The specimen was- clamped in place and the chamber atmctsphere 
I. 
adjusted -by purging with argon at seven cubic .f~et per hour. 1 The 
furnace was then lowered over the specime- and.atmosphere cbamber. 
. . 7 The sp~cimen was brought up. to temperature with the controller in the· 
.manual mode.· )'he'· speci~en temperature was ·monitored on· the Leeds 




~a switch ove~ to automatic _temperature control was made. Operating 
. 
· temperature was reacheq in twenty-min~tes_wLth little ov~rsho8t. 
After the appropriate diffusion· time, the furnace power was . 
.. .,- switched off, the furnace removed and the purging· gas flow rate 
• . 
turned up to quench the specimen . 
.. 
, Effective Diffusion Time 
• 
• 
A method for detennining the effective diffusion t·ime, t ~ , to 
°' c~mpensate for ~eat up and quenching times is presente~ in Shewmon16 • ~ . 
This can be detennined graphically from a plot of n; ·diffusion 
;;f 




ture, versus time is made. This plot i.s then trans·fonned to a plot' 
. . ~ -Q~ 













.-, ,,. ,, .. 






































45 ... ;· / 
'. ·\ 
For ease in plotting, T/T' and D(T)/D(T')· are used, wheretT' ·1s· 
. ., 0 -
the·effective diffusion.temperature 700 C. 
.. 
Heating data and plots 
~ 
are shown in Fig~re 9. It can be seen~in this figure that the time 
spent in heating to appro~imately 0.8 T' contribut·es little to the 
total diffusion.· The results of this. analysis show that 4. 2 minutes 










































































. -1 -~ 58.5\ KCPS U/S Driver I 
2 - Back!-Up Sect ion '· 
3 - Nickel Specimen 
4 - .Transducer 
5 - Constant Pressure. 
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Cooling Heat Exchanger 
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-FijGURE 9. Determination of Effective Diffusion Time, i 




--: '"'... .. 
T(°K) TIT' D(T)'/D(T' ). 
298 0.307 0 
551 0 .. 567 0 
805 0.828 0.-028 
908 0.934 0.316 
"' 954 0.98 0.79 
973 1.00 1.0 
·t 
., 
. ,, ~ · ... 






























After the diffusion anneal, . the :c:.ent.er 'h·alf: in·cth· ··of· length was 
' 
cut from. the specimen. A specimen ho.ld'in·g fixture· was used to gui~& 
t·he· .saw :blade. =an.d to clamp ·the spec.imen secur'ely on either side of. 
:the: cutting line:. The specimen· :s1des perpendicular to the diffusion 
t 
4 . .,,, . . 
surface wer~ hand lapped on 4.00 :grit lapping paper, removing approx1-
mately 6~Dt ems (0.016 in~) from each side. The area of the dif-
' 
.fupion face was then me·,asured with a microrne:te.r, .. iin.d . r~cor.ded. 
S~ct_.i_9ning 
·"'\,i 
... The ·s:pectmen was mounted in ... =a, ,mec-hanoica.I .lap_p:ing mac·hine.· for 
,. 
~:~oti6,Iii.ng. Wet lapping on 400· gri:t· paper· ·was used- to.· =remove thin 
layers q:f nickel~ from the di'f.f.u:s·io,n sur-.face.: The- specime~ was 
' weighed to the nearest tenth of a ~milligram be·fore and after e·ach 
.:., .. 
. 
•· lappi:Q.g sequence to determine th.e weight of nickel removed. From 
this weight loss, the d~nsity of' n.ickel. (8. 9 gm/cc) anc;l th~ tnea_s.u~ed-
surface area, the' depth of ·s·e~·t:io.~ing was calculated.: 
'Counting 
.. 
· The lapped grindings -were dried before -counting with a heat 
. la~p. The activity of the l~pped gr.indings was then· determined 
.. . ( . 
-_,,;.,.....,.~_._._..~:.....;,..;..----· ·----.• ___ ....,,.,. ______ _,.,.,,_..,...,..,,.., . • . . •-•·•---·---fi--·--·ff-~~-----,n~----- -~ ... ,..._,., ..... ..A... ...... ,~T-----· 
using a proportional gas, flow counter wi:th a microthin gold foil 
'·· 
window. The distance from the counter window to the specimen grind-
' . 
ings was. 0.1 inches for each count. The counter time was preset 
. ,. 
,._ .. ,, ... , . 
. •r . ) 
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level of unavoidab-le background radiation was determined prior to 
and.several times between sections for each specimen. The counts 
per hour figure for each section was corrected by subtracting the 
background radiation in·counts per hour. Since the depth·of section-
{;I, 
., ,., .: .. .. 
ing varied with each section, the above figure was standardized by 
J 
~ 
calculating counts per hollr per uni.t of ,pepth. The· counting error 
•· .. .t· ... 
ranged from·0.1% near the surface to app;roximateiy'20% at the last 
lap. The figures were determined using the following relation·ship 





where N - the total number of counts counted 
NB=· the total number of background counts 
i 
This error is_that which has a 50%. probability· of being exceeded.· 
Three times this error (± two 0standard · deviations) has only a 4% 
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Sample Calculations for Sectioning ·and Counting 
'. 
The data for sectioning and counting specimen 7 are. given in 
~, 
Table VI. The following calculations are taken from the final sec-
,,r 
·tion on specimen 7: 
1~ Depth of Sectioning 
... 
-- -- -- -- ------· 
2. 
The weight of material removed is equal to the difference 
I 
• b~tween the .. specimen weight before and after lapping: 
2318 .. 0 - 2308.4 = 9.6 mg •. 
The' depth of the section is calcu-late:d. from· the measured 
'l. -. 
surface area,_ densfty .·of· .n-ickel., ru.i·d. Weight: o_f material 
:removed: 
Wt. .0096 gm 
Volume - density - 8. g gm/cc = '0:.00-108 ·C.C·-.• 
Depth V +O •. ~. cc = 2 A- · :0 . 8692 cnr 
Mean Penetratiori Distance 
J IV 
12- -4 'm1:cron·s ·. 
.. '-.... • . : ·-.. : ··- ... - . ~ 
The mean· penetration distance (X) is the distance from the 
initial surface of the specimen to the center of the section 
in question. This is obtained by summing up all the pre~ 
.-· 
,;. 
viousl~calculated section·. depths and adding one half of 
.the ·depth of the section beipg measured: 
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t A total of 1174 counts was recorded for the hour counting 
time. This· figure must be corrected for normal background 
• 
radiation, 600 cph, in this case. Due .to the variation in 
thickness of each section, the astivity ~ust be normalized 
by dividing by the section thickness, resulting in an 
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